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National Eating
Disorders Week
comes to UMaine
By Michelle Savage
For The Maine Campus
Eating disorders are a growing
problem, especially for college
students. The University of Maine
will tackle this issue with Body
Image and Eating Disorders
Week.
Eating Disorders Week is
nationally recognized program
and UMaine has chosen to imple-
ment its own schedule of events
Feb. 25 - March 3. A committee
consisting of representatives from
Cutler Health Center, the
Department of Food Science and
Human Nutrition, dining services
and the student body as well as
others put together a week's worth
of events to heighten awareness
about eating disorders and to offer
support.
UMaine has changed the title
of the week to Body Image and
Eating Disorders Awareness Week
to make people more aware of
how they feel about their bodies.
"The committee feels that
body image is a major part of
being healthy as well," Laura
Honeycutt, the departmental dieti-
tian for UMaine dining services
and EDW committee member
said.
Last Wednesday, Feb. 21, a
film called "Killing Us Softly 3"
showed how the media affects
body image, specifically in
women.
On Tuesday. Feb. 27, a panel
See EATING DISORDERS on page 5
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Student describes struggle with anorexia
By Amanda Hebert
Assistant News Editor
Looking back, Amber realizes
her relationship with food had
never been normal.
"I had been underweight my
whole life," she said. "Little kids
don't do 15 sit-ups after eating a
cookie."
Now 22, Amber is recovering
from anorexia, an eating disorder
that caused her to believe she was
fat even when her five-foot, three-
inch frame weighed just 96
pounds. Even then, she would
look in the mirror when she
danced and want to be thinner.
"I thought I was obese,
thought I was huge," she said.
But food was not the real prob-
lem.
"My biggest issues were not
about food," she said. "And I
think that that's the major miscon-
ception, that it's a food thing. It's
not."
Laura Honeycutt, a departmen-
tal dietitian for dining services,
said at the root of eating disorders
such as anorexia and bulimia
there are deeper issues.
"The food is the symptom, of
the illness," she said. "It's really a
psychological problem."
Honeycutt said the psychologi-
cal roots of eating disorders are
often family-related. Men and
women who were abused as chil-
dren have a higher risk of eating
disorders, as do women who have
been sexually assaulted. She said
it is a way for women to regain
control of their bodies.
Dr. Michele LaBotz. a M.D.
with the Sports Medicine and
Dog days of February
Tia, an approximately 1-year-old mixed breed, chases after
snowballs thrown by Rebecca Riff on the campus Mall recent-
ly. CAMPUS PHOTO BY MARK W. LIPCZYNSKI.
"If you grow up in a very con-
trolled environment then you look
to control your life," she said.
"It's all about control, and when
your childhood makes you feel
out of control, food is a very good
thing to control."
Amber remembers going to the
grocery store and walking up and
down the aisles looking at the
See ANOREXIA on page 5
Rehabilitation Therapy program at
Cutler Heath Center, said people
with eating disorders often have
problems with obsessive compul-
sive behaviors and perfectionism.
"In the vulnerable population
there tends to be a triggering
event," she said.
LaBotz said for some people
the trigger is a major event, such
as the death of a loved one or
graduating from high school and
living away from home for the
first time. She said there is no
point where a diet becomes a
problem, but for some people it is
a slippery slope.
"Someone doesn't just say,
'I'm going to stop eating' or 'I'm
going to throw up all the time,"
she said.
For Amber, it was an abusive
family that led her to control her
food intake.
Lights, camera, makeup
Alison Strang puts fake eyelashes on Sarah Bishop in preparation for their roles as Kit Kat Club
dancers in 'Cabaret'. CAMPUS PHOTO BY JULIE ALTENHOFF.
Online resumes increase job offers
Amanda Bouley
For The Maine Campus
Graduate from high school. Go
to college. Get a job. It's sup-
posed to be as easy as 1-2-3. But
somehow, it is never that simple.
Completing the intermediary
steps between these three events
in a timely matter is crucial to stu-
dents' success.
"Process is the key word,"
Patricia Counihan, the director of
the Career Center said. "Applying
for a job is not a step-by-step
thing."
She also says the job applica-
tion process begins before the col-
lege student's senior year.
One of the student's first
objectives should be to develop
an ongoing résumé; this can be
done as early as sophomore year.
As the student gains more experi-
ence and as new opportunities
arise he or she can refine that
résumé.
"A good chunk of time should
be spent making sure that résumé
is as good as possible," Counihan
said.
Another good way to begin the
job search process is to register at
the Career Center. Students can
meet with counselors and discuss
career plans and strategies.
Counihan wants all students at
UMaine to know that the Career
Center is not just there to help stu-
dents who already know what they
want to do. The Center provides a
range of services and can help
undecided students focus on a
direction and find a path to follow.
Students can also register on-
line through the Career Center.
The Center is linked to job-
trak.com, which recently
merged with monster.com.
Students can access job listings
posted on these Web sites
throughout the United States.
Students also have the option of
posting their own résumé
nationally.
Jobtrak.com and monster.com
are two well-known and valuable
resources for job-searching col-
lege students.
"If monster.com is not the best
Web site for students looking for
entry-level positions requiring
college degrees, then it is one of
the best and jobtrak.com is the
other," Counihan said.
She also said employers used
to be confused about the best
place to post their job listings, but
this merger has made it perfectly
clear.
"This is where the employers
will be going," she said.
The monster.com Web site is
set up in a three part system for
first time users.
Step 1 is the "Job Search."
Users are able to conduct a job
search by geographic location,
job description or a keyword
search.
Step 2 is called "My Monster"
and at this point users create their
own "Monster" accounts and post
their résumés.
Step 3 is known as the "Career
Center." In this section users can
view examples of résumés and
conduct virtual interviews.
When Internet users visit job-
trak.com and select the Job
Listings and Résumé Postings
link they are routed to UMaine's
Career .Center There they enter
their personal information.
See RESUME on pegs 2
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By Ted Curtis
Legal Affairs Columnist
Q. After all of the snow we
had at the beginning of
February, I noticed a leak in
the ceiling of my living room.
The water dripped onto my
bookcase and seriously dam-
aged a number of books. It also
warped the top of a table and
ruined a picture on my wall.
When I called my landlord he
told me that he would send a
repairman over to fix the leak
but would not replace my dam-
aged belongings. Is this right?
A. Unfortunately, winter
causes ice build-up on roofs. If
the ice isn't removed it thaws
during the warm daylight hours
and the water can get trapped
beneath layers of snow and drip
into your house. In cases of nat-
ural disasters or acts of God, a
landlord is not normally responsi-
ble for damage to the tenant's per-
sonal property. The landlord is
responsible for correcting any
damage to the building. If the leak
continues for some time after the
landlord has been notified of its
existence or if the landlord had
previous knowledge of the condi-
tion, the tenant might possibly
obtain recovery for damages on a
theory of negligence.
Although you are most likely
not entitled to reimbursement for
your damaged belongings, per-
haps your plight can serve as a
warning and example for other
students. Whenever you rent an
apartment strongly consider get-
ting renter's insurance. In most
cases, this insurance is very
affordable and it covers the value
of the items in your apartment.
Some insurance policies exclude
water damage from ice or snow,
so be sure to ask before you sign
,e4:_f_f. airs
the papers.
Finally, it is possible that,
properly approached, your land-
lord might be willing to do more
than is legally required. Be polite
when you discuss your damaged
belongings and you might find
that your landlord is receptive to
helping you out for the sake of
good landlord/tenant relations.
Q. I am going to be a second
year student in the fall. I plan on
living off-campus. I have never
lived on my own, nor have I ever
rented an apartment before. Do
you have any suggestions?
A. Here are some suggestions
I offer students who are interested
in renting apartments:
• Read Chapter 14 of the
Maine Attorney General's
Consumer Law Guide. This chap-
ter explains your rights under
Maine law when you rent an
apartment. The guide is available
at Fogler Library, on the Web:
www.state.me.us/ag, or from our
office in the Memorial Union.
You can also stop by our office
and have an attorney review a
proposed lease.
• Check with the municipal
code enforcement officer to see
when the apartment was last
inspected.
• Be sure to know any prospec-
tive roommates well and make
certain that you are really com-
fortable with signing a lease with
them. If a roommate moves, you
probably will be responsible for
meeting all of the obligations of
the lease (including paying their
share of the rent).
• Ask the previous tenants if
the landlord is reasonable,
respects tenants' rights, fixes
apartment problems cheerfully
and returns security deposits
promptly. Find out if the landlord
is local or absentee.
• Start looking for an apart-
ment early. DO NOT wait until
the last minute. Although many
apartments exist in the Orono
area, these vacancies fill quick-
ly. Students from the UMaine
and other local colleges are
looking for apartments too, and
the best ones will often be taken
by the beginning of summer.
Legal Services of Student
Government is located on the
third floor of the Memorial
Union (581-1789). Office
hours are Monday 10 a.m. to 5
p.m., and Wednesday and
Thursday 10 a.m. to 7 p.m..
Legal questions may be pre-
sented to the Legal Services
office, conveyed to us by inter-
office mail, or sent to Theodore
Curtis or Jennifer O'Leary on
FirstClass. Copyright
Theodore Curtis, 2001.
HANDS-ON FIRE
EXTINGUISHER TRAINING
There are eleven (11) sessions
scheduled for Spring 20011 This
training is required ONCE EVERY
THREE YEARS if the following
applies to you in your capacity as
faculty, staff, professional or
student employee at the University
of Maine:
*You are the safety or evacuation
coordinator for your department;
*You are a designated Emergency
first responder;
*You use open flames and
flammable materials or chemicals
in your job;
* You work at remote sites without
ready access to a fire department;
and or
*You are a welder.
Please contact your supervisor,
department safety coordinator or
department head for a sign-up form
for this training. You can also
contact the Facilities Management
Safety Officer at 581-3049 to
receive a sign-up form.
Please be advised that there will
be no Hands-On Fire
Extinguisher Training sessions
scheduled again until Fall 2001.
Powell denounces economic sanctions
By Matt Shear
National Politics Reporter
Speaking in an internationally
broadcast press conference yes-
terday, Secretary of State Colin
Powell announced U.S. intentions
to back Palestinian demands that
Israel ease its economic sanctions
on the West Bank and in Gaza.
"It is my view that economic
pressure contributes to an overall
deterioration in the situation here
in the territories," Powell said,
"[It] places great hardship on
Palestinian families, undermines
relations between Israel and
Palestine and does nothing to
quiet the security situation."
Powell's comments came only
hours after a meeting in which the
new Secretary of State was appar-
ently unable to convince Israel
Prime Minister-Elect Ariel
Sharon to alleviate the economic
pressure that has been applied to
Palestinian-held areas in an effort
to deter attacks on Israelis.
Powell denounced the econom-
ic pressure as "[Doing] nothing to
improve the security situation."
He blamed both sides for vio-
lence and promised that in the
future, President George W. Bush
would play "a leadership role" in
trying to negotiate an agreement
between Israel and Palestinians."
The visit to West Bank was the
third installment of a four-day
Middle East tour for the Secretary
of State, encompassing Israel,
Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Syria and
Kuwait. Sunday's meetings fol-
lowed talks with outgoing Israeli
Prime Minister Barak, Egyptian
President Hosni Mubarak and
Russian Foreign Minister Igor
Ivanov.
Palestinian Authority President
Yasser Arafat said Sunday he
hoped the U.S. could facilitate
negotiations with the Israelis.
"We look forward to being
able to push forward the under-
standings that have been reached
between us and the Israeli side
and that have not remained
Palestinian but also international
understandings," he said.
Israeli leaders, however,
remained firm this week in their
resolve to uphold the economic
sanctions until Palestinian vio-
lence on the West Bank subsides.
"I have outlined to General
Powell the steps I will take if
calm is restored in order to ease
the economic conditions of the
Palestinian population in the
Palestinian Authority territories,"
Sharon said. "One thing will be
clear. Israel will not be negotiat-
ing under the pressure of terror
and violence."
Israel tightened its blockade on
Palestinians in Gaza on Friday
after two bombs exploded near
army checkpoints and mortar
shells were fired at two Jewish
settlements.
Meanwhile, Powell faces an
uphill battle in the Middle East.
Syrian Foreign Minister
Farouq al-Shara, speaking to AP
reporters in Egypt, expressed his
hope that Powell's trip to the
Middle East would contribute to
solving the Arab-Israeli conflict.
"There is some optimism
[about the visit], but this opti-
mism [has begun to vanish] dur-
ing the last few days because of
what happened in Iraq," he said.
Resume from pagel
However, jobtrak.com also offers
some unique features not found
on the monster.com Web page.
For example, jobtrak offers infor-
mation on how to buy a new car.
They also have a link to jobs
available at jobtrak.
On-line job searching is experi-
encing growing popularity, how-
ever Counihan said it is not the
best or the most efficient method.
the most effective"Probably
Lessons That
Will Last
A Lifetime.
OFFICER TRAINING SCHOOL
Put your college degree to use by enrolling into the Air Force Officer
Training School. Upon successful completion, you will become a
commissioned Air Force officer with benefits like - great starting
pay, medical and dental care, management
4‘td 
and travel opportunities. To discover how
high a career in the Air Force can take you,
call 1-800-423-USAF, or visit our website
4., at www.airforce.com
•
U.S. AIR 1201111011
method of job searching and also
the one that requires the most
work, is making personal con-
tacts. These contacts include
referrals, internships and the word
of mouth," Counihan said. "I
don't think that technology will
ever replace that."
She also suggests taking a
direct, targeted approach towards
potential employers. She said to
take some time and research the
companies you may be interested
in working for.
Next, send a target letter about
why you want to work at the com-
pany with your résumé. This is a
more effective approach than wait-
ing for the job to be posted because
if the candidate fits the description
the employer may never have to
post the job. This saves the
employer time and there is less
competition for an unposted job.
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College students at risk
for dangers of gambling
By Zack Smith
The Daily Aztec
SAN DIEGO (U-WIRE) -
Turning 21 opens more doors to
freedom; not only can one vote
and buy alcohol, but now one
can gamble. A person's first time
in a casino can be a memorable
experience. The blinking and
glowing lights, and the rush of
people gathered around a
roulette wheel with bells ringing
and chirping, dominate the elec-
trifying atmosphere.
Gambling has become an
American pastime—as American
as apple pie. The onslaught of
Indian casinos across the country
no longer means hours spent driv-
ing to Las Vegas or Atlantic City.
Gambling in America appears
to be increasing, and so are the
chances of losing round after
round at a poker table.
For some, compulsive gam-
bling becomes a debilitating, life-
changing addiction.
Having money is a big risk.
Financial aid checks, checks from
parents and paychecks provide
students with the means to play a
hand or two at the casino. Some
players have mastered the game
and won big—enough to pay
tuition and rent. But all too many
end up losing more than $100 a
hand, eventually leading them
into debt or bankruptcy.
Linguistics graduate student
Rick Simon said he has been
around the gambling circuit for at
least 10 years. His hobby turned
into a habit when he first started
reading books on how to play
poker and beat the odds.
"People are exposed to gam-
bling at all levels, whether it's the
(race) track or Las Vegas," Simon
said. "The first exposure leads to
curiosity, and that is how people
start gambling.
"The level of interest is differ-
ent for everyone. Some lose $20
the first time and they are done.
Others involved walk in with $20
and leave at the end of the night
with $2,000."
PROBLEM SIGNS
Gambling can slash a student's
budget rapidly.
Last semester, The Daily Aztec
reported on a student who was
standing outside Parking
Structure I asking for tuition
money. The reason, he said, was
because he lost it all playing
blackjack in Vegas. The student,
who said he was an experienced
gambler, had lost $1,000. He said
he set aside the money for tuition,
but he then lost $500 and another
$500 trying to win it back.
One student who is a former
casino blackjack dealer said he
has a different perspective on
gambling. John* said he liked
gambling so much, that he
enrolled in a casino dealer school
to learn the occupation.
"Dealing gave me my (gam-
bling) fix," he said. "There was
no more urge to gamble for me,
afterwards. I started dropping $40
originally, then spending two or
three grand became a regular
thing."
He said his biggest loss took
place six weeks ago in Las Vegas
when he lost $2,500 playing
craps.
Though he spends much time
in the casinos, John said he never
had to ask people for money, and
has always been self-sufficient.
Working at both Barona and
later Sycuan Casino, John said he
would see some gamblers would
lose $3,000 in ten minutes, or win
$6,000, he said.
CRACKING DOWN
Compulsive gambling has
grabbed the attention of authori-
ties. A federal committee was
established in 1999 to study gam-
bling's financial, social and legal
implications.
The study concluded that more
than two and a half million adults
are pathological gamblers, and
another three million adults are
problem gamblers.
The National Coalition
Against Legalized Gambling has
been trying since 1994 to stop the
expansion of gambling. Casinos,
not people, are responsible for the
problem, it says. High-priced lob-
byists and pie-in-the-sky promis-
es draw people in.
There are even online maga-
zines such as www.wannabet.org
for teens who are concerned about
gambling.
Simon said compulsive gam-
bling usually begins when a per-
son wins big one time. And games
such as roulette, blackjack, craps
and slot machines keep calling
them back.
"Some people don't realize the
difference between luck and
skill," he said.
The NGISC report made a
series of recommendations to
state and federal agencies for
dealing with pathological and
problem gamblers. Among them
is a plan to obtain federal funding
for programs like Gambler's
Anonymous and psychiatric
counseling.
Kinesiology junior Zach Fox
said he has been gambling at
places like Barona and Viejas
casinos once every two weeks for
the past two years. Texas Hold
'Ern, a version of poker, is his
game, he said.
Fox said his father was a casi-
no dealer for 15 years,and he was
exposed to gambling at home at a
young age.
"We always used to play
around the house," he said. "I
would watch my dad and his
friends play and eventually I
joined in."
Fox said his biggest win in one
11-hour night was $560. On aver-
Soo GAMBLING on page 4
March marks Women's History Month
By Beth Haney
Culture Reporter
March is Women's History
Month and a committee at the
University of Maine is hard at
work planning a month of events.
This year's events will focus on
women in history as well as
women making history.
This year there is a real interest
in making Women's History
Month a celebration by the stu-
dents and for the students,
Amanda Warner, a fourth-year
communications major and
women's studies minor said. She
and Rae Barter, a fourth-year art
history major with women's stud-
ies minor are heading this year's
planning committee.
According to Warner, the pur-
pose of the Women's History
Celebration is to explore and rec-
ognize women whom history has
often left out. She said they hope
to acknowledge and raise aware-
ness of all the wonderful work
that has been done by women
throughout history. Even today
these contributions are often left
out of history books and class-
room lessons, Warner said.
The events will begin on
March 1.
"We will be kicking Marclioff
on the first with a soup supper,
which will include a reading of
Claude Cahun's 1925 piece
"Heroines," which was only dis-
covered and published for the first
time last year," Barter said. "It is
15 very humorous and avant
garde monologues of various
women in history."
The dinner will take place in
the Mahogany Room at Wells
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Conference Center at 6:30 p.m.
Judith Sloan from New York
University will be giving a
lunchtime talk on March 5, at 12:15
p.m. in the Bangor Lounge. Sloan
is an actress, comedian and adjunct
professor of oral history, acting and
character development.
She will be reflecting on the
roles of women in comedy and
showing archival footage of
female comedians.
On Wednesday, March 7, the
video "A Midwife's Tale" will be
shown at 6:30 p.m. at the
Hutchinson Center in Belfast.
This film is based on the 1999-
2000 class book of the same title.
A discussion, led by midwife and
associate professor of nursing
Carol Wood, will follow.
Since spring break falls in the
middle of March, the women's histo-
ry celebration will pause and contin-
ue when classes resume, on March
26 and will spill over into April.
Following the break, the video
"A White Heron" will be shown
at the Bangor Public Library at 7
p.m. on March 26. The next day,
keynote speaker Nomy Lamm
will talk at 7:30 p.m. in 101
Neville Hall. Lamm, a third-wave
performance artist, writer and
activist said her act covers a vari-
ety of feminism issues.
"I do a kind of combination
lecture, performance, reading
about fat politics, image and iden-
tity, activism, queer and transgen-
der politics, identity and commu-
nity," Lamm said.
Warner said Lamm's talk will
focus on independent art and new
media as a tool to break down
boundaries.
"We thought that having a
keynote speaker who is a woman
making history was a great idea
for relating to the student popula-
tion and some of the activist work
being done now around women's
issues," Warner said.
On March 28 the Women's
Resource Center, located in 101
Fernald Hall, will have an open
house. There will be displays,
tours and refreshments from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m.
A film and discussion on the
topic "Is Feminism Dead" will
begin at 7 p.m. on March 29. Both
take place in 100 Neville Hall.
The half-hour film will be fol-
lowed by a panel discussion with
third-wave feminists.
Ani Difranco will play at the
Maine Center for the Arts at 8
p.m. on March 31. Tickets are $15
with student ID, $26 for non-stu-
dents. For tickets call 581-1755.
Talks and presentations are
scheduled for the beginning of
April, as well as the fifth annual
Beautiful Project on April 21.
For a full schedule or for fur-
ther information on any event,
call the Women's Resource
Center at 1-1510 or go to:
http://www.umaine.edu/wic.
Warner and Barter expect the
variety of events and speakers
will raise awareness to the vast
accomplishments of women in
history as well as today's news
makers.
"We hope the events will make
everyone realize that there are so
many interesting and profound
things that women have accom-
plished," Warner said. "Their
voices should be heard through-
out the year, not just during
March."R.ESpEpAORRCHT.. It Works Wonders.
•American
Heart
Association
JOHN M. REZENDES ETHICS PROGRAM
STORIES OF MORAL COURAGE
A Multi-Media Presentation by Sy
Roller,
President and Filmmaker, Documentaries
International Film and Video Foundation
THURSDAY, MARCH 1, 2001
7:00PM, 100 NEVILLE HALL
www.moralcourage.org
Documentaries International produces
award-winning educational films which highlight extraordinary acts of
moral courage by ordinary people, including It Was Nothing--It Was
Everything: Reflections on Rescuers of Greek Jews during the Holocaust
(1997) and Treason of Honor: Rescuing German Jews during the Holocaust
(1998). Mr. Rotter is also founder and President of the Washington Liason
Office which advises major European based companies on how to finance
their international business activities with funds from International
Development Institutions. This presentation is supported by the John M.
Rezendes Ethics Fund. For more information or to request an
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age, he said he spends about $120
per week gambling.
Simon said the most he won in
an eight-hour setting was $600.
He once lost $500 in one sitting,
however.
A true poker player, Simon
said, is the person who looks at
the game as both an art and a job.
"A true poker player is logical,"
he said. "They make correct deci-
sions, use no tricks or cheating."
But Simon said a common
strategy among dealers is to seek
out less-experienced players.
Although games like blackjack
also have their appeal, playing
card games with the house — the
dealer — is a no-win situation
Fox said.
The proliferation on online
gambling sites like www.will-
hill.com and wagerstreet.com,
have circumvented age laws.
Now, almost anyone with credit
cards can sign on and bet away
their fortune.
COLLEGE SPORTS GAM-
BLING
An area of mounting concern
is the rising popularity of bet-
ting on collegiate athletic
teams. For years, the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
has been a vocal opposer of col-
lege sports betting. Last month,
the NCA A expressed their dis-
pleasure when the Nevada State
Gaming Commission lifted a
ban on betting on Nevada col-
lege teams.
The NCAA states that colle-
giate gambling has "the potential
to undermine the integrity of
sports contests, and jeopardizes
the welfare of student-athletes
and the intercollegiate athletics
community."
Congressional attempts to pro-
hibit collegiate sports betting
have also been shut-down by
Congress members. A bill
authored by Republican U.S.
Senator John McCain died in
committee last year.
A recent article in Playboy
said college gambling is mostly
found among fraternity members
and, since it's behind doors, it's
hard for authorities to catch.
It's even illegal to bet on
Super Bowl games through an
"office pool" or among friends.
Only at casinos can bets be legal-
ly placed.
Gamblers Anonymous of San
Diego can be reached at (619)
239-2911, or on the Web at
www.gamblersanonymous.org.
The California Council on
Problem Gambling can be
reached at 1-800-GAMBLER.
* Name changed at the request
of tile student.
Students get wild on Mardi Gras
By Cheyenne Mathews
The Reveille
BATON ROUGE, La. (U-
WIRE) - Ah, Mardi Gras — a time
of wild abandonment, crazy attire
and free beads. But perhaps the
best part about Mardi Gras isn't
what you get, it's what you see.
A party the size of New
Orleans' Mardi Gras always guar-
antees a few kinds of behavior —
people hanging off of balconies,
women flashing for beads and the
occasional indecent act.
"You always see the naked
people, body parts are always
exposed, guys and girls, promis-
cuous acts in the middle of the
street and people throwing up on
other people," said Shelley Carter,
a psychology junior at Lousiana
State University.
As much fun as Mardi Gras is,
Alaina Becnel, a freshman in
political science, warns that some-
times you have to beware of the
other revelers in the crowd who
will do anything for a good time.
"We were on a float, and my
dad had some roses to hand out to
all the pretty girls," Becnel said.
"Some guy who was on another
guy's shoulders took the roses and
started handing them out. My dad
grabbed him by the hair until he
gave the roses back. They had to
walk with us while the float was
rolling, but finally the guy threw
the roses back."
The people on the floats can
almost be as much trouble as the
ones in the crowd. Try to catch the
beads and doubloons, but watch
out for other flying objects.
"We were on a float in Butte
Larose and instead of throwing
beads at the crowd, we threw beer
cans," said Josh Fleig, an art his-
tory sophomore. "Some kid got
hit in the head and we got into a
fight with his dad."
It's not just the strangers who
you have to look out for. You
might want to be careful around
your friends, because you never
know what can happen when you
get caught up in the excitement.
"I had a friend that we got real-
ly drunk. Then we gave him a bot-
tle of vinegar and told him it was
vodka, had him drink all of it,
then got him a tattoo," said Mike
Kober, a microbiology junior.
Of course, the epitome of the
Mardi Gras experience is the
notorious Bourbon Street, which
promises more lewd behavior
than anyone could ever imagine.
"I went to Bourbon Street.
It's like the third circle of hell.
People will flash you for any-
thing. It's pretty bad," said
Justin Thompson, an education
sophomore.
Although not everyone has
encountered the infamous New
Orleans celebrations, most still
have some interesting tales from
their hometown parades.
"I've only had Mardi Gras in
Shreveport, so far. We had a
couch camped out by a truck and
it caught on fire in the middle of
the parade," said Steven Scales, a
mass communication freshman.
"I don't know if they put the fire
out or if they left it burning. We
just ran away."
While -Mardi Gras is known
for the free cups and beads, elab-
orate floats and costumes and
non-stop partying, for some LSU
revelers part of the appeal is
watching how everyone else acts.
"I think it's the people making
fools of themselves that makes it
so much fun, people fighting for
little plastic beads. But it seems
like gold at the time," Scales said.
Regardless of where you go or
what you do to celebrate Mardi
Gras, the annual extravaganza
will definitely provide unique and
unforgettable adventures.
Group to protest The Summit of the Americas conference
By Kate Perry
For The Maine Campus
Snow, sleet and freezing rain
couldn't keep nearly 60 activists
from gathering to formulate plans
for an organized protest at the
Summit of the Americas confer-
ence in Quebec City this April.
"What we're fighting against
is something everyone should be
fighting against, in my opinion,"
University of Maine Greens
President Jennifer Mcewen said.
Mcewen was one of several
UMaine students to attend the
-assembly.
They are fighting against what
is intended to be the most far-
reaching free trade agreement in
history. The Summit of the
Americas conference will bring
together leaders of 34 countries of
the Americas to discuss the Free
Trade Area of the Americas. This
act is the planned extension of the
North American Free Trade
Agreement to include nearly
every country in North and South
America and the Caribbean.
According to this group, it is
not only a geographic extension,
but also an extension of the reach
of big businesses into widespread
areas of public policy. Since most
of the text is being negotiated in
secret and only general sum-
maries of the United States' posi-
tion have been released, many
groups are concerned about the
possible consequences of the act's
ratification.
"They want to keep us out,"
Ethan Miller, a Greens member
said. "They don't want us to
know what's going on because
their whole point is to create an
economic system that places
profits over people. And it's
going to be a system that will
effect everyone."
The proposed FTAA contains
new provisions that would regu-
late things like product quality
and tariffs but does not provide
any regulations to protect work-
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ers, human rights, social security
or health and environmental stan-
dards. It would, however, open
many publicly owned services
such as education and even water
up to privatization by corpora-
tions. It would also likely grant
corporations the ability to sue
governments for grievances, thus
rendering attempts at federal
enforcement of environmental
law moot.
The student and resident
activists who gathered at Colby
College plan to join protesters
from across the U.S. and Canada
in voicing their discontent on
April 20 in Quebec City. Their
emphasis at the meeting was on
presenting a united front while
embracing a diversity of protest
tactics.
"We want to encourage non-
violent tactics such as obstruction
and disruption," Mcewen said,
"but we don't want the potential
of violent tactics hidden. We're
fighting against what's hidden
already, so if some of us are going
to do some property damage, let's
be honest about it."
Maps of the city were handed
out, along with literature on the
history of NAFTA and the FTAA.
Neon stickers bearing slogans
such as "NO FTAA" and "Free
Trade: Freedom of Corporations
to Control Our Lives" were also
distributed. Introductions were
made among several major
Quebec City-based protest organ-
izations that will be present.
Various speakers urged their
listeners to take part in a letter
writing campaign to senators and
representatives. Getting past bor-
der security and customs was dis-
cussed, as well as the possibility
of making Jackman one of the last
See PROTEST on page 5
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Anorexia from page 1
selection. She knew how much fat
and how many calories were in
most of the food. She would walk
out of the store with $10 in gro-
ceries. Two weeks worth of food.
For her, that was power, that was
control.
In reality, Amber was out of
control and her three roommates
knew it. They intervened, sitting
their friend down and telling her
what they saw. Amber said she
became instantly defensive and
denied she had a problem. But it
did not go away. Her roommates
left her articles about the disease
and it stared her in the face during
television news specials on the
subject.
"I really felt like I was being
stalked by the disease," she said.
Then one morning an alarm
went off. Literally. Her room-
mates had changed her clock-
radio to a country station as part
of a running joke. When the radio
jolted on that morning, the
announcer was listing the symp-
toms of eating disorders.
"I've never been so scared in
my life," she said. "I had them, I
had all of them. I was so scared."
Among the symptoms of
anorexia is thinking about food
and dieting all the time. People
with anorexia are unable to keep
up a normal body weight for their
age and height but are afraid to
gain weight. Many have a distort-
ed view of their body. Like
Amber, most will deny the prob-
lem and resist treatment.
Amber remembers being cold
all of the time, to the point where
she could not leave the house on
cold days. Her arms and legs
would go numb so her body could
concentrate its resources on keep-
ing her vital organs warm. Her hair
was falling out, but there was a
kind of fur growing on her limbs
and neck — another mechanism
for her body to retain heat. She
cooked extravagant meals for oth-
ers but did not touch them herself.
And, of course, she was not eating.
"At my sickest I ate an apple
and a couple of glasses of water a
day," she said.
Treatment opened the flood-
gates for Amber. She went to
Acadia Hospital in Bangor where
she took a written psychological
evaluation on her relationship
with food. Then she talked to a
women with anorexia.
"That was the hardest part,"
she said, "putting a face to it."
She was then interviewed and
given a physical evaluation. She
found out that because of her poor
diet, she is anemic and a border-
line diabetic. Honeycutt said
women with eating disorders are
also at a higher risk of infertility
and osteoporosis than other
women.
The doctors at Acadia recom-
mended she go to a dietitian and a
psychologist once a week and see
a medical doctor once a month to
make sure her vitamins and min-
erals levels were high enough.
Amber said her dietitian was
an important part of her treatment.
"She was my little helper. She
helped me so much," Amber said.
Amber's dietitian taught her
how to eat again, and how to eat
healthy.
"When I learned how to eat
healthy, that changed everything,"
she said.
Honeycutt said dietitians often
begin as someone to talk to, then
to help people with anorexia eat
again.
"I can help ease them back into
eating," she said.
Often people with eating disor-
ders have a weak digestive system
and have physical problems with
some foods, in addition to the
psychological hurdles. LaBotz
said that mentally, people with
eating disorders tend to pick off
food groups as they progress in
their disorder, categorizing some
foods as good and others as bad.
One of the dietitian's goals is to
re-integrate those food groups
into the person's diet by breaking
down the good-food/ bad-food
structure.
Another large part of the heal-
ing process is to see a counselor.
For Amber, it was important, but
painful.
"That's where the stuff comes
up," she said.
Amber said she was forced to
look at why she wanted to control
food, and that meant facing an
abusive childhood.
"I felt like my roommates had
cracked open this closet door and
I opened up the door and all this
junk came flying out and I could-
n't breathe, because everything I
had known to be true wasn't true
anymore," she said.
This whole time, Amber was
still in classes; except for one
painful three week span.
"I didn't leave my bed for about
three weeks, I was emotionally
dead," she said. "That was bad."
Today Amber is a healthy 114
pounds. She still goes to counsel-
ing but does not need to see her
dietitian anymore and she does
not own a scale.
"I got rid of the scale fast," she
said. "I felt like, I don't need to do
this to myself."
What Amber does have is a
strong group of people behind her.
"I have an incredible husband,
incredible friends and an incredi-
ble support system," she said.
"You need to have people who
love you tell you when you are
slipping."
Amber said she still has "fat
days," just like any other woman,
but said it is all about knowing the
difference between the normal
and the extreme.
"[Some days) I feel like, hey, I
look good!" she said.
Amber still dances, but look-
ing in the mirror is not as painful
as it once was. She can now look
in the mirror and know she is tak-
ing care of her self.
"I think it's great to take care
of your body, but when all you
think about is food, and how
much fat is in something, then
that's wrong," she said.
Amber knows there are
women out there, at the
University of Maine, who have
problems. She said she has been
there and she can see it in others.
"I see girls around campus,
and I freak. I know. Bodies are not
made to be that thin," she said.
If you think you may have an
eating disorder or know someone
who does, and want help, call or
visit the Counseling Center in
Cutler Heath Center at 581-1392.
Help is also available off-campus
at Acadia Hospital in Bangor.
Eating disorders from page 1
discussion will be held on "Eating
for Performance and Health." The
panel will focus on how to
approach someone that is believed
to have an eating problem and
sports nutrition issues.
Thursday, March 1, there will
be free screening by the
Counseling Center for those who
might have problems with food.
"We want to encourage anyone
that has any issues with food to
get screened or to bring friends
that they have concerns about,"
Protest from page 4
towns before the Canadian border
convergence center for protesters
coming from further away.
"Maine is really important in a
sense because it's like a passage-
way to Quebec City for most of
the U.S.," Scholobohm said.
"Having a convergence center
here would really help solidify the
border."
Before the assembly dissolved,
Miller came to the front of the
room with an acoustic guitar in
his arms. Flashing the crowd a
grin, he began to play a lively old
Canadian logging tune, the lyrics
of which he'd modified for the
occasion. As the group laughed
and clapped and cheered, Miller
sang:
"Oh, you bureaucrats and cor-
porations/you'd better watch your
backs/we'll be tearin' down your
fences/with La CASA y La
CLAC/we'll be comin' round in
April/and it'll be quite a
show/when we crash your little
party in up in Canada i-o!"
;The Maine Campus recycles.
share it with a friend.
The Maine Campus liMainc 's thrice-weekly newspaper
Honeycutt said.
On Friday, March 2, there
will be a presentation by Dr.
Michelle LaBotz, a sports medi-
cine physician, for counselors
and clinicians who treats eating
disorders.
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The Peer Educators will also
host informational workshops
about eating disorders in Knox,
Penobscot and Gannett halls
throughout the week.
"We want to make it known
that this campus has a lot of
resources available and to extend
support beyond just this week,"
Honeycutt said.
Additional information on any
of these events can be obtained by
contacting Laura Honeycutt on
FirstClass or at 581-4771.
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EDITORIAL
Body Image and Eating Disorders Week
This week is Body Image and Eating Disorders Week, a national program to raise
awareness about these two issues. The University of Maine is sponsoring a week of
films, panels and discussions to raise awareness about eating disorders and their
prevalence in the college communities
Eating disorders are more than just nameless emaciated girls in hospitals. They
are men and women who are walk among us, they are in our classes and at our
workplaces. They are anorexic, binge eaters, bulimic and obese individuals — any-
one who has a problem with their relationship with food. Some are recovering and
others have yet to be diagnosed. This week the university is helping to raise aware-
ness by highlighting physical, social and psychological issues associated with eat-
ing disorders.
Eating disorders are not things to fight alone; it often takes a team of profes-
sionals and counseling to confront all of the issues associated with such disorders.
The university makes such help available year around through the Counseling
Center at Cutler Health Center and Dining Services. Help is also available off cam-
pus at Acadia Hospital in Bangor. The Eating Disorders Week committee is work-
ing to make this a week of increased awareness about disorders and treatment
options.
If you or someone you love has a problem with food, try to use the resources
made available this week and throughout the year. Eating disorders are more
than just a problem with food, the are often rooted in psychological issues that
need to be dealt with before a person can live a healthy life. Such problems can
also be deadly, but it does not have to be that way. Become educated — take part
in Body Image and Eating Disorders Week and get help for yourself or someone
you love.
Funding for the arts must continue
The University of Maine's art department is abandoning its long-time home in
Carnegie Hall for the more adequate facilities provided by a soon-to-be renovated
Lord Hall. Lord Hall, however, will only serve as the interim location for the
department. A comparatively small allotment for a brand new art facility is slated
onto the 2002 budget of the state legislature. The university and, more importantly,
the art department itself will have to elicit the support of private investors to raise
the majority of the funds for the new building's $6 million price tag.
In 1965, the federal government instituted the National Endowment for the Arts,
introducing the concept of civically-subsidized art and art-related programs. The
inception of the NEA has since engendered a ten-fold increase in similar municipal
and state programs and attracted almost $11 billion in private corporate funding.
Despite this massive increase, many art programs still fall short of money for proj-
ects such as the new art building.
Almost every American is exposed to art on a daily basis, due largely in part to
government efforts toward this end. The unfortunate by-product of such massive
exposure is that the presence of art is taken for granted. In order for public subsi-
dization of art to maintain the success it has seen in the last 36 years, increased cor-
porate and private funding must also continue. Moreover, this money must not only
go toward the purchase and display of existing works of art, but toward the educa-
tion and training of future artists.
• Written editorials are the opinions of and written by the editorial board,
whose members are Stanley Dankoski, Brad Prescott, John Contreraz,
Kimberly Leonard, Penny Morton, Kelly Michaud, Amanda Hebert, Jason
Canniff, Abel Gleason and Justin Bellows. 
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Letters to the Editor
• Track and Field
I am writing to you
as captain of the indoor
track and field team. I
was exceedingly disap-
pointed when The
Maine Campus did not
cover our America East
championship meet on
Monday, Feb. 19, since
our meet was on Feb.
17. I held out hope that
with the conference
swim meet being held
here the same weekend
maybe there simply
wasn't enough room and
we would be in the
Wed. edition. After
picking up the Wed.
edition and finding no
mention of our fourth-
place finish or the
men's narrowly-edged
third-place finish my
heart sunk. Did the
Campus mean to ignore
the third- and fourth-
place Track and Field
conference finishes?
The Bangor Daily News
covered the meet but
our own campus paper
didn't even mention the
highlights.
I then thought maybe
the Campus was going
to give the same lame
excuse they always give
about track and field:
that we don't send the
results. So I decided to
find out exactly how
hard it is to get these
results. After going to
www.americaeast.com
and clicking on the
Women's Track and
Field icon, the option
for championship
results, not to mention
the article on the cham-
pionship on the top
page, came up and there
we were.
The track and field
teams work hard and
deserve recognition for
the great performances
given at the America
East Championships.
The Maine Campus
should not ignore the
accomplishments of the
track and field teams
simply because it is easy
to do so.
Jessica Sargent-
Michaud
Women's Track &
Field captain
• Beever rebuttal
Beever's rebuttal to
my comments on the
unfair treatment of FIJI
really opened my eyes.
His words, although
harsh, were well present-
ed. I now know how my
harsh words toward Dr.
Robert Dana made him
feel. Although I do not
agree with Beever, I see
his point.
I stand corrected in
criticizing the actions of
Dr. Dana so harshly. I
feel my angst at the injus-
tice done to FIJI was mis-
directed. Perhaps Dr.
Dana is not the one
responsible for mishan-
dling the case.
To conclude, my pur-
pose does not hold to
candy-coat FIJI's situa-
tion. Nor do I want to
argue the point with
Beever. The point is that
nobody knows what hap-
pened that night. Too
much circumstantial evi-
dence exists to crucify
the house by revoking
recognition.
Sean Prendergast
Orono
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the difference
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OPINION
Student apathy is discouraging
During my freshman and soph-
omore years here at the University
of Maine I didn't own my own car.
And hearing my friends moan and
complain about the parking situa-
tion or the driving conditions
never really impacted me. I could
have cared less because it was
their problem and only became
mine when I needed to go some-
where off campus.
Now I have my own car here
on campus and those former unre-
alities are now very apparent to
me. I shed the apathy for under-
standing and from that became
much more aware of the fact that a
vast majority of the students here
on campus are apathetic about
most everything that goes on.
I could sit here and regurgi-
tate last year's Holocaust ad
controversy; spew theories
about God being a potato.
Maybe those would receive
notice, but that's not the point.
My point is that a large major-
ity of students don't care about
anything on this campus and will
probably continue not to for the
rest of their college career.
Maybe the apathy stems from
some self-concerted notion that
there is no time to care about, or
take an interest in, campus
dynamics. Maybe it stems from
too much work for too many
classes and not enough time to
do anything for yourself. Making
time to pay attention or to speak
out when something is wrong or
up for discussion does take effort
and exertion. The recent snow
and ice problem that has clogged
sidewalks and left students, fac-
ulty, staff and visitors wishing
for ice skates is one example.
Other than The Maine Campus
and the belabored bleatings of
individual students no one has
said anything in public about the
fact that it is dangerous and we
want results.
But maybe the apathy stems
from the fact that there are so
many things going on. Maybe
students don't feel like they can
make a difference in how the
campus is run and what issues
the administration and student
government should be paying
more attention to. Being inter-
ested and active doesn't mean
that you have to attend every
single meeting, activity or
activism group, but it does
mean you stick your neck out
and speak up when something
is wrong. And the campus com-
munity has a tendency to stick
'their' heads in the sand rather
than holding them high.
Last weekend's Winter
Carnival was supposed to be a
time for UMaine students, facul-
ty, staff and community members
to get together and have fun, but
instead Winter Carnival turned
into a no-show, with only a
choice few attending and more
than likely disappointing the
planners of the carnival. And with
all of the "there's nothing to do"
whines coming from every facet
of the campus, events like Winter
Carnival, student entertainment
events, music and theater per-
formances, MCA events, muse-
ums galore, sporting events and
the MaineBus available to trans-
port people here and there, the
"there's nothing to do" complaint
holds no water. It's just another
example of an increasingly apa-
thetic campus.
And if apathy takes over col-
lege life than those in power con-
tinue their stronghold and leave
us powerless—unless we take
charge. Beating apathy, just like
beating the winter blues means
taking action. It means writing a
letter to the editor or going to a
campus or dorm meeting to
express a different point of view.
And it means leaving the safety
of complaining to those who
know you. Because if you don't
express yourself or do something
than you have no right to com-
plain.
Debra Hatch is a senior
journalism major.
American education should be privatized
The quality of public education
in the United States is deplorable.
American students fall behind many
nations in mathematics, science and
reading, and foreign language study
is for the most part nonexistent until
high school. Regardless of political
affiliation, politicians all favor
increased spending for education.
But why do test results continue to
lag behind other nations while
spending is increased?
It's how the money is spent
that is the problem. Seventy-five
percent of the $740 billion the
United States spends on educa-
tion is spent on and by govern-
ment, not the schools.
Government entities eat up much
of the funding; the money pays
for bureaucratic salaries instead
of computers and textbooks.
As a solution to improving the
quality of education, the opera-
tion of public schools should be
handed over to the private sector
and students should be granted
the power to attend the school of
their choice. Education would
still be funded by tax dollars, pay-
ing tuition on a per-student basis
to the school student and parents
choose. If the student and parents
are not content with the quality of
their education, the student and
tuition money may simply be
transferred to a better school.
These changes would add a key
factor to the education equation:
efficiency. Currently there is little
incentive for schools to improve
the quality of their education. If
schools were operating for profit,
Brad Prescott
Opinion Editor
competing with other schools for
the enrollment of students and the
federal tuition money they would
bring, it would be in their best
interest to provide the highest-
quality education possible.
This is different than the
voucher plan President Bush pro-
poses, which would send federal
dollars to private schools while
leaving the public schools in their
poor situation and even less fund-
ed. If all schools were privatized,
sub-par institutions would be
forced to improve or risk losing
students and thus profit. To excel,
privately-operated schools would
have to invest heavily in research-
ing education methods, compared
to the less-than 0.1 percent cur-
rently spent on public education
research and development.
Textbooks and classroom technol-
ogy would be current and top-
notch, proven education methods
would be employed and schools
would be forced to provide strong
salaries to teachers in order to suc-
ceed.
There would be, of course,
short-term setbacks associated
with the institution of such a plan.
Publicly funded private schools
would have to be phased into the
current system, giving time for
students and schools alike to
adapt to the changes. Charter
schools already exist in select
areas of the country, funded by
public dollars, but their existence
depends heavily on legislation,
leaving such schools essentially
at the mercy of the government.
There are also significant over-
head costs associated with start-
ing a school, including .buildings,
teachers, textbooks and comput-
ers, which make it more difficult
for a private school to start up.
During the transitional period
toward privatization, a fewer than
optimal number of school choices
would exist for students, but this
would only be temporary.
In the long run, privatizing
education in the United States will
lead to more efficient, higher-qual-
ity schools for the public with no
tuition costs beyond that covered
by taxes. The entire nation would
prosper as a result of a stronger
school system and the United
States would come to the forefront
as a world leader in education.
Brad Prescott is a junior
English/economics major.
Time to think spring
It's about this time of year
that I start craving spring. It
seems there is something inside
it right aboutus all that needs
now. I will be
sitting in
class looking
outside the
window at a
pine tree
whose snow
has all fallen off with the
cloudless blue sky as backdrop
and pretend it is springtime,
without being able to see the
ground below covered in snow.
The girl beside me just wrote a
poem about spring and the
guys in front of me walking to
class couldn't stop talking
about all the things they were
going to do this spring. •
Maybe it's a chemical in our
body or something in our
nature, but it seems we all begin
to think about spring around the
same time. I try to push the
thoughts out of my head,
reminding myself that Maine
springtimes don't really start
until at least late April. That's a
lot more snowy days ahead. But
I can't help getting that spring
feeling while I'm walking along
the Mall on these great sunny
days we've been having, even if
it has been only five degrees
outside with the wind chill. I
start replacing all that white
with green in my mind.
There is something else to
encourage us spring hopefuls:
the robins are back. That's
always the first sign of spring
for me. I don't know if these
poor little guys lost either their
sense of direction or their sense
of spring, but I'm hoping they
might know something we
don't about this year's weather.
Whatever the case, twice
already I've seen the little
robin red breast digging around
the clear patches of ground,
looking for worms. So it was
still frozen solid, at least their
hoping and that gives me hope.
Forget about Punxsutawney
Phil; I count on the birds to
predict my spring. It's been
more than just robins, too.
Haven't you noticed that pleas-
ant little sound as you walk to
class? The cluster of little birds
chirping away; then you startle
them as you pass by and see
them all take to flight in one
perfect unit. It just triggers
something in
my mind that
makes me
think of cro-
cuses, new
grass and
buds on trees.
And why else would all these
little birds be back so early if
not to greet spring?
Why can't we get spring out
of our heads during these long
last weeks of winter? Even
after we've looked at the ther-
mometer and convinced our-
selves it must be permanently
stuck below 35, even after hav-
ing glared at all that white stuff
on the ground and looking up to
see no leaVes, not even a bud
on these barren trees. I just feel
spring in my bones and every
once in a while I smell it in the
air. Nature seems to tease us
with a few warm days of snow
melting, then spill a fresh batch
on us the next day.
"The Farmer's Almanac"
predicts another big snowstorm
in mid-March and even some
snow in April. Every year
comes this end of winter tor-
ture. Even the winter enthusi-
asts begin to long for spring
after a while. How are we sup-
posed to survive these lagging
days of winter?
Myself, I daydream winter
away. I become obsessed with
this one image that is summer
in my mind — lying in the grass
by the edge of the lake, looking
up at the summer stars, listen-
ing to the peepers and crickets.
I daydream of it, I dream of it at
night, I think about it so much 1
can almost smell the mingling
of wildflowers and freshly cut
grass in the warm evening air.
And as I look out the win-
dow right now at the falling
snow I am not disheartened
because I know, like every
year, spring will' eventually
come again. So hang in there a
few more weeks and think
'spring.
Catie Joyce is a sophomore
English major. •
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VIC'S CORNER
BY VICTOR ARIOUS,
ENTERTAINMENT SECTION EDITOR
MENSTRUAL CRAMPS AN' RAXOR BURN:
BEFORE THE BEGINNING OF WOMEN'S WEEK,
I HAVE A BONE TO PICK. NOT A WEEK
GOES BY THAT I PON'T HEAR SOME cHicK I
KNOW WHINING ABOUT MENSTRUAL PAIN op
OTHER UTERUS RELATE(' ISSUES.
A.) UNI-ESS WE'RE MARRIE17, I PON'T NEED TO
Hwow ABOUT WHATEVER GOES IN OR COMESOUT OF THAT CAVITY, I KNOW FOR A PACT THAT
I'M NOT MARRIED To MOST OF THE GIRLS ON THIS CAMPUS,
8.) SOME WOMEN REALLY NEED TO PROP THE HOLIER THANTHOU ATTITUDE AS PERTAINING TO MEN NOT HAVING A PERIOD.WARRANT THAT MOST WOMEN VoN'T HAVE TO PRA6 A
SHARP Si-IVER OP META1- ACROSS THEIR FACE EVERY MORNING.
THIS ISN'T MISOGYNY, IT'S A Resu-in. CHECK. IF YOU'RE A
VOCAI- MENSTRUATOR, 17EAi-ILE THE NEWT TIME YOUR 6UTSTARTS TO CLENCH UP, THAT YOU'RE NOT THE ONLY ONE WITH
PROBLEMS, AND NOT EVERYONE WANTS TO HEAR ABOUT YOURS,
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style art s
'Cabaret's' detail key to success for Maine Masque
By Kimberly Leonard
Style Editor
The house lights go down and
the exuberant chatting among the
Hauck Auditorium seats hushes.
When the light slowly dawns the
audience is transported to a
German Cabaret circa 1929.
Intimate tables covered in red
clothes dot the stage and floor.
Soft light glows from lamps and
old-fashioned telephones stand
beside them.
A raucous din of exuberant
voices begins in the back of the
theater as patrons of the Kit Kat
Club make their way to the
tables. Waiters serve the women
and gentlemen drinks and all are
enjoying the party.
Under the blue neon glow of
the `Kabaree sign a tall figure
emerges. The Master of
Ceremonies, performed by
Matthew B. Small, flamboyantly
introduces the show with the first
musical performance,
"Wi I lkommen."
Small's performance was
dead-on in both theatrical and
vocal excellence. Small is a vet-
eran vocalist and actor, having
performed most recently in
"Tommy" and "Broadway
Rocks," and brought his expert-
ise with him to the show.
Small also brought his brav-
ery with him to the show. His
costumes were, among other
things, titillating, scandalous and
absolutely riotous. In one scene
he graced the stage wearing noth-
ing but a few leather straps and a
pair of boxers. Small's parents
were in the audience during
Saturday evening's performance.
He said he warned them ahead of
time about the nature of the cos-
tumes in an effort to prepare
them.
The show met its major prob-
lem in the second scene when
Clifford Bradshaw, performed by
Dominick Varney, arrives in
Berlin searching for inspiration
for his novel. Varney, who is
exceptionally talented vocally,
gave a forced performance as the
main character. His stagnant act-
ing weighed down the plot line
making it difficult for the audi-
ence to follow with real interest.
When Clifford arrives in
Berlin he meets Ernst Ludwig,
played by Timothy Simons, a
Nazi officer involved in smug-
gling papers from France.
Unbeknownst to Bradshaw,
Ludwig uses him in the smug-
gling. Ludwig also sets him up
with an apartment and introduces
him to the Kit Kat Club.
Simons's performance as a
Nazi officer was pure adulterated
hatred. Simons said he found the
coaching of director and profes-
sor Dr. Sandra Hardy helpful.
According to Simons, to play a
character who is evil, the actor
has to look at the character as
simply having a different point of
view, and then come to under-
stand that viewpoint. He said he
did a lot of background research
in Nazi propaganda to prepare.
Varney's saving grace was
Jasmine Ireland who plays the
vivacious club dancer Sally
Bowles. Sally and Clifford cross
paths when Sally is fired from
the club. He takes Sally in and
the two fall in love.
For Ireland, taking on
Sally's character wasn't terribly
difficult.
"We have some similarities
but we have some big differ-
ences. It's a game of 'what if?"
she said.
The other saving graces of the
plot were Sandra Bisson, as
Fraulein Schneider, and Daniel
Williams, as Herr Schultz. The
two elderly characters have a
romance which made audience
members smile in spite of them-
selves.
Williams said his inspiration
for the German Jew was easy to
find.
"Being Jewish, I just had to
remember and remind myself of all
the old Jewish men I knew as a kid,"
said Williams. "I had to remember
all my grandfather's-isms."
As the story comes to a pass,
Sally must decide whether to stay
with Clifford or return to work in
the now Nazi controlled Club and
Fraulein Schneider must decide
whether to marry Herr Shultz.
Taking away from the per-
See CABARET on page 12
TOP: Clifford Bradshaw (Dominick Varney) says his farewell to Berlin and The Kit Kat Club during the
final scene of Cabaret. ABOVE: Sally Bowles (Jasmine Ireland) performs "Don't Tell Mama" during a
rehearsal of 'Cabaret.' CAMPUS PHOTO BY JULIE ALTENHOFF.
St. Petersberg ice ballet overwhelms excited audience
By Jessica Bishop
For The Maine Campus
Four tons of ice was frozen
together over the top of the Maine
Center of the Arts stage. Right up
until the curtain opened, the ice was
Petersburg State Ice Ballet began
skating across the stage. The
scenery completely overpowered
the dancers in the beginning.
The brilliant colors and elaborate
designs grabbed attention instead
of focusing it on the characters
being prepped. It may not have and story at hand.
seemed like a big deal, but keepinc" Along with the scenery, the
the ice in the right conditions for notorious costuming stood out.
the skaters was a lot of work. Cinderella's two wicked stepsis-
The theater was a colder than ters wore bright green and orange
normal, but that was to be expect-
ed. But the cold did nothing to
dampen the spirits of the audi-
ence. There was great anticipa-
tion in the less than full crowd;
many children were on their
knees in the seats, leaning for-
ward and barely holding in their
excitement until the show started.
throughout the performance.
Along with the two sisters, the
stepmother entered wearing a
dress of purple and hot pink,
immediately drawing our attention
to her. When Cinderella showed
up, her simple costume was hard
to find-through the bright colors.
The eartairtvehel"herthest.............sosipunanspaga Rawl IvAnp.v.pww.tiip.ecince_geen here skating with Olga Kuvachqva, who . played Cinderella in
Saturday afternoon's ice ballet at the MCA. CAMPUS PHOTO By MARK W. LIPCZYNSKI.
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Online research not solution to keep students out of library
By Debra Hatch
Copy Editor
Questia Media Services offers
tired college researchers just what
they need to write, cite and compli-
ment their research papers, and
from the comfort of their own
dorm room, house or apartment.
The service offers 24-hour a day
access to more than 50,000 jour-
nals, books and periodicals cover-
ing a broad array of humanities and
social science topics, all online and
available for a small subscription
fee. And in the world of the
Internet, Questia is just a baby.
Joining online research sites
like www.netLibrary.com and
www.ebrary.com, questia.com
hopes to do more for students by
providing even more options.
Founded by 28-year-old Troy
Williams, Questia is a Houston,
Texas based operation which has
achieved notoriety and assistance
from libraries, publishing houses,
Research Web sites to look for
By Debra Hatch
Copy Editor
Research can often he a long,
hard, tedious part of writing any
in-depth paper, thesis or study.
And with tediousness often
comes frustration at not being
able to get information fast and
completely. While the library
offers the largest supply of
research material—from jour-
nals, books and periodicals to
electronic reserves and rare
materials—the Internet often has
a plethora of information avail-
able to not only aid in research,
but to also help in the acutal
writing of the paper.
For your ease and use here
are some Web sites which will
not only help you find what you
need, but to also help in the
researching part of the process.
Questia.com, netlibrary.com,
ebrary.com
These services are essentially
online libraries which require
you to either take out a member-
ship and pay a fee or to look for
books pertaining to your topic.
All three sites allow you to print
pages, for a fee, but also help to
provide hints about the writing
process. The University of
Maine's URSUS system utilizes
netLibrary.com.
Researchpaper.com
While eye catching and nice-
ly laid out, researchpaper.com is
the place to go to get ideas, get a
jumpstart or to find out what
other people are saying about the
research process. Broken down
into categories, the Web site
offers the user the option to
obtain information about topics
of their choice as well as con-
necting to people who are in the
same type of situation. However,
this site is set up more like a
forum on researching, than a
search engine. Don't expect it to
send you right to the sites you
want to use for your paper.
www.profnetcom
This site is especially useful
for researchers and people in the
media. Profnet offers the user a
chance to search for people listed
in the database who are experts
in a certain arena. You can search
broadly through e-mail or topic
choice. Don't be surprised when
the main page pops up with talk
about journalism. While this site
is a largely journalistic source
page, it is also good to use for
large research papers and can
lead to many more leads. This is
a starting place for research on a
topic.
http://webster.commnetedu/
mla.htm
For people using MLA style,
this Web page is the online
equivalent to the MLA style
manual and good to use when in
a pinch for how to cite something.
It also provides information on
formatting a paper, quoting mate-
rial and how to find resources to
use in a research paper. This is a
must have for anyone working
with MLA style, and especially
for those who don't have a book
readily accessible. It also pro-
vides the information needed to
learn how to begin writing a
research paper. If you are writing
with APA style visit sister site:
http://webster.commnet.edu/apa/a
pa_index.htm
www.iplorg/teenhiplus
This Web site "A + Research
and Writing" is aimed at both
teens and college students and
contains a bright page full of links
to help get you started, going and
finished in no time with positive
results. With helpful facts and
fact sheets about how to research
both in print and online, this is
another must bookmark page
which provides information bril-
liantly and easily.
www.powcorg  
The Web site "Paradigm Online
Writing Assistant" helps the user to
walk through the writing process
and offers sugesstions and informa-
tion about writing, researching and
getting the paper tone exactly right.
It also provides a great deal of infor-
mation and case by case studies on
See RESEARCH on page 12
Chili Pepper goes solo
By Marshall Dury
For The Maine Campus
Forging a solo career after
being in one of the top 25 bands
in the world has to be nerve
wracking. This being the case,
John Frusciante of The Red Hot
Chili Peppers has come out with
his third solo album titled "To
Record Only Water For Ten
Days."
This album seems to have a
setting and metaphor for a the
mental image the album sug-
gests - the desert. Starting the
album with "Going Inside,"
Frusciante creates a feeling for
the listener - The Chili Peppers
with a hangover.
However, this symbol of
dance and rock rhythms is not to
be taken lightly. It coaxes the
average music fan into a world of
an absence of thought but peace-
fulness through the music.
Frusciante recently performed
See CHILI PEPPER on page 12
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online corporations and education-
al institutions across the country.
Williams hopes to accomplish
many things from the January
launching of this Web site includ-
ing making it easier for students
to access large amounts of text at
a low cost and throught their
computers.
"That's when the idea of a
massive online library of books
came to me," Williams writes in
his history of the company. "It
would have 250,0(X) books, clas-
sics as well as books published
throughout the 20th century. The
books would be interlinked
through their footnotes and bibli-
ographies, allowing users to
seamlessly jump from a page in
one book to a page in another. It
would enable users to create per-
sonal work space, to highlight and
annotate books, to create links
between pages of different books
as well as access reference works
with a single click," he said.
And with more than 15 million
college students in the United
States at more than 3,800 univer-
sities and colleges, the online
service removes the hassles of
traveling to the library, running
the risk of either missing or not
being able to find the correct
book or article and having to wait
for information to be sent to the
school for the research paper. It is
that ease of access which Questia
hopes to appeal to.
But University of Maine
research librarian Christine
Whittington does not believe that
sites like Questia.cem.
ebrary.com or netLibrary.com
will keep student from the mortar
and stone buildings. In fact,
through the Fogler Library and
URSUS, the campus can utilize
netlibrary.com. However, she
does believe that online library
services provide the beginning
tools for students to use when
they are researching.
According to the publication
Student Monitor 2000, almost
70 percent of students do not
live on campus and must travel
to the library. Students average
about eight papers a year for
classes with 56 percent spend-
ing 12 to 14 hours of research
time on each assigned paper.
Student Monitor 2000 says that
43 percent of students use the
Internet as a major source of
research, spending about eight
hours a week online and 66 per-
cent go online at least once a
day.
Without a model to go by, but
the understanding that the best
subscription Web sites around are
the ones which are content rich,
Questia was developed to allevi-
ate the hassles and frustrations
Williams experienced. And while
his Web site and company are
aimed primarily at scholars and
current students, anyone can use
the site as long as they are hooked
up to the Internet.
Currently Questia says it
employs 280 people in offices in
Texas, New York and Los
Angeles. They have, to date,
raised over $135 million in cap-
ital and are funded by private
individuals as well as the ven-
ture capital firm TA Associates
of Boston, Oppenheimer's
Emerging Technology and
Aggressive Growth Funds,
Bulldog Capital Management
and Palmetto Partners. And with
a management team including
people from Compaq, Disney
and Harper Collins Publishers.
It is unknown how many sub-
scribers questia.com has and how
many people have visited their
site thus far.
The Web site offers
researchers the ability to copy
and print pages on their printers,
as well as footnote, prepare bib-
liographies, hyperlink text,
annotate information, highlight
information and use online dic-
tionaries and thesauri. These
tools, the site says, are meant to
help the researcher, but they
will not write the paper for
them.
But all this comes with a price
attached. The writer must register
to use the Web site, and register-
ing means paying one of three
subscription prices. Annually,
unlimited access to Questia will
cost the user $149.95 whereas the
rate drops to $19.95 per month
and for a 48-hour use, the
researcher pays $14.95. It's free to
browse through the site, but to do
more than just look at titles, you
must be a subscriber. The Web site
accepts credits cards as well as
check cards. Questia does not use
micropayments yet, which allow
the user to be billed through an
online billing company.
Peace Studies and Multicultural Program
invites you to join us in:
CROSS-CULTURAL
CONVERSATIONS
Explore differences
Share stories
Break down stereotypes
Build relationships
Become allies
First Conversation — Thursday, March 1
3:30-5:30 pm
205 East Annex
(alma* Ow radio station)
Series continues March 29; April 12, 26; May 10
(al] Thursdays).
Snacks provided. For more Informseon cell 6a1-2aoa.
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Ballet from page 10 Cabaret from page 10
Soon dancing household items
entered: a teakettle, a utensil rack
and a candlestick. This unexpect-
ed entrance earned many laughs
from the audience. How the man
in the teakettle managed to skate
without either falling over or run-
ning into someone was amazing.
The hours of rehearsal were
apparent when watching this
scene with all of the characters in
their overbearing costumes.
The best part of the show came
with the arrival of the "seasons".
This group of dancers for each
season, led by a soloist, elegantly
glided across the stage.
At the very end of the first act,
the "twelfth hour" made his debut
onstage. Lively with tremendous
jumps and turns, he was the first
to show the real athletic part of
skating, and the applause by the
audience proved this point.
The second act began and the
scenery again warranted numerous
appreciation from the audience.
This act brought another comedic
character, the Tsar. With a bulging
stomach and bouncy ball to play
with, the audience loved him
instantly. Skating with Cinderella's
stepfamily was amusing, and made
up for the corps' lackluster per-
formance in the meantime.
The Prince entered and truly
defined what the stereotypical
"tall, dark, and handsome" prince
should be. The skating Cinderella
and the Prince did together,
though not the least bit eye grab-
bing, was technically good and
went off without a hitch.
The lovebirds were reunited at
last, making way for a traditional
"pas de deux" dance for two peo-
ple, usually the main couple of a
story, to end the tale. Cinderella
and the Prince ended the show in
a beautiful spinning lift that left
the crowd in applause.
The scenery and costumes, just
as promised, had been amazing,
yet unfortunately almost overbear-
ing at some points. The skating
was completed without any major
disasters, but it seems that a few
attention-grabbing stunts would
have been appreciated. Despite the
few technical and artistic errors
that occurred, the show was well
received and the crowd went away
happy with the evening.
Chili Pepper from page 11
in London nightclub proving to
his fans he can create a separate
mood and leave The Chili
Peppers on the back burner.
"At this moment I am just lov-
ing being alive. I want to live as
long as possible ... and make
music," said Frusciante in a
recent interview.
It is hard to deny that
Frusciante is loving his life with
songs like "Remain" which emu-
lates an Eastern feel to a life with
a journeying undertone. This song
belongs to a higher power, creat-
ing a euphoric trembling which
can be seen in the light guitars
that Frusciante has mastered.
Producing and writing his own
music was simply something
Frusciante sees as his duty to keep
his music fun and yet serious.
This ideal is reflected in "Fallout"
which recalls the glorified days
of Billy Corgan's voice in
Smashing Pumpkins. This song
seems to be a staple of the album
mixing pop, rock and synthesiz-
ers into a blend that creates an
honest feeling for the rest of the
album.
Later tracks are monotonous.
Tracks like "In Rime" and
"Invisible Movement," while
providing some of the neatest and
acronymic titles, seem to be
repetitive of earlier songs.
While providing a repetitive
feel to some of his songs,
Frusciante shakes off his droning
feel with other late tracks.
"Saturation" lays down a Latin
feel for one to groove to while
respecting the ingenious melody.
"With No One" takes the lis-
tener into a mixed world of influ-
ences like Radiohead and Moby.
Respect needs to be paid to
Frusciante due to his use of syn-
thesizers and voice changers.
This song makes any music fan
wonder why many other artists
have not forged ahead on such a
progressive rock path.
This album, however, has an
amazing feeling with layers of
techno upon the classic guitar
and rock riffs Frusciante often
times uses.
He has shown the common-
place fan of The Red Hot Chili
Peppers that he has something
unique that is his own, that he is
willing to share with the rest of
us. Frusciante created a perfect
blend of quick beats and pro-
gressive rock guitars - changing
frequently throughout the
album.
Feb. 13-14 & Mar. 1-3 at 1:30 PA
Feb. 15 & Mar. 461 2:00 PM
ilaudt Auditorium
Presented by the University of Maine
Sthool of Performing AM & Maine Masque
Sponsored in port hy
the (ffiturol Affm (name & Patrons o! the Am
musical by
John Hander and fred Ebb
Diretted by Or. Sandra Hardy
dinission S
(oil 5.8HISS for tickets
and discount information.
Maine Students free wild
Intended for mature audiences
formance were small technical
glitches. Sound cut away during
several important scenes and
musical numbers making the
action difficult to follow. During
a number of dance scenes the Kit
Kat club dancers had obvious dif-
ficulty staying in step. During one
unfortunate incident, a dancer lost
step and made a poor attempt to
follow the dancers around her.
The stage and costume design
were both effective and visually
appealing. The orchestra was
effectively hidden on a balcony
above the main stage area. It
allowed for the audience to focus
on the action on stage rather than
on the origins of the music.
Costume design was period
appropriate and as fun for the
audience as it was for the cast.
In the sum of its parts,
"Cababet" is another success for
the Maine Masque and Director
Sandra Hardy. The show will
run through March 4 and is free
with a MaineCard. Regular
admission is $8. For ticket infor-
mation contact the MCA box
office at 581-1755.
Matthew B. Small applies his makeup prior to the performance of
'Cabaret' in which he is the Master of Ceremonies. CAMPUS PHOTO
BY JULIE ALTENHOFF.
Research from page 11
different types of papers.
http://infomine.ucr.edu/Mai
n.html
Infomine is as scholarly
Internet resource for writing
papers and includes linking pages
for different concentrations—
from education to science to
social science to performing arts.
In addition to the sub sections
there are options to search data-
bases and electronic journals
which can be accessed online.
www.ume.maine.edu/wcen-
ter/resource.html
The University of Maine
Writing Center's Web page offers
a vast array of resources for
Internet users to access and assist
them in their writing process. The
Writing Center, located on the
fourth floor of Neville fiall can
also offer assistance in the writing
process and with research.
MAINE CENTER FOR. rH •
St. Petersburg Ice Ballet
Cinderella
Saturday, February 24 at 3 PM and 8 PM
The MCA stage is transformed into an ice rink and the
company will perform a fully staged production of the
ballet Cinderella. Whether you are a fan of figure
siating of ballet, this production IS sure to fascinate you!
*t.lirmg. ;iota student ID and get your ticket& at thc Box Office
wy! 1:tox Office hoots are Monday throogti Ft idaY 9 o-m., to 4
Rucsit tickets can MAO be purchased 90 minutes before the
perkmitariet.
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Which offseason free agent pickup
will have the most impact this season?
O Mike Mussina — Yankees
o Alex Rodriguez — Rangers
O Mike Hampton — Rockies
O Manny Ramirez — Red Sox
Vote online at www.mainecampus.com
If you would like to respond to this question in writing, e-mail the Sports Editor at
john.contreraz@umit.maine.edu. E-mail responses will be published in the paper
as an open dialogue of opinions about the topic. Not all responses will be pub-
lished and may be edited. The results of the Web poll will also be published.
Speaker from page 14
said he was not ready for his play-
ers to know he was gay.
Woog said he does not want
other coaches to make the same
mistake. When children hear
teachers and coaches discipline
their peers for every other kind of
slur, but say nothing when they
attack someone's sexuality, it
sends a message that, "If I'm gay,
I must be really bad," he said.
This attitude is what makes it
so difficult for players to come
out to their teammates, said
Woog. He came out 10 years
ago, and he said ever since
then, his experiences with the.
team have been wonderful. He
said he feels much closer to his
players and said his candidness
has opened the lines of commu-
nication and brought the team
closer together. Woog said he
wants coaches and players to
know that when they provide a
welcome atmosphere for all of
their players, their teams can
only improve.
Players need to be discouraged
from perpetuating a homophobic
Sports column from page 16
key steal happens, or if there is a
questionable call by an official.
The MPBC broadcast does not
provide broadcasters that get
excited.
So in future years, I hope that
MPBC will upgrade its broad-
casters. I hope they can find
engaging, knowledgeable and
entertaining people who can
make a basketball game come
alive. If they don't, then I hope
that the Maine Principals'
Association will give the cover-
age to another station, like
WABI (who covers the Class A
tournament), or one of the other
Bangor television stations, who
will find broadcasters who will
be interesting.
Let's give the tournament
what it deserves. Let's give it
television voices which will
give it life and make us real-
ize why we all love high
school basketball so much in
this state.
Summer Jobs With Upward Bound
Work with high school students on the UMaine Campus
(6/18-8/3)
We need Language Arts, Foreign Language, Math and
Science teachers; Research Specialist; Project Coordinator;
Technical Writing teachers; Residential Counselors; Work
Experience Coordinators, Volunteer Experience Coordinator,
Workshop Coordinator; Nurse/Health Educator; Weekend
Coordinators, Summer Work-Study extremely helpful.
Excellent professional experience. Room and board
available for some positions.
Details/applications can be sent to:
Upward Bound
226 Chadbourne Hall
University of Maine
Phone: 581-2522
environment, said Woog, because
whether they know it or not, they
are almost always in the presence
of someone who is either gay or
has a gay friend or relative.
"The assumption of heterosex-
uality is really really dangerous,"
he said.
Woog pointed out that the
small audience and the absence
of several coaches was proof that
there is still a problem. Four
coaches were in attendance, rep-
resenting softball, women's soc-
cer, women's water polo and
women's volleyball.
But women's volleyball coach
Katie Weismiller rose to the
coaches' defense, pointing out
that many coaches were unable to
attend because they were in prac-
tice with their teams.
Weismiller said she enjoyed
the program and thought it was a
good opportunity to learn how to
better help her players.
"We should take any opportu-
nity to educate ourselves as a
community," she said.
Woog said he hopes coaches at
IU and across the country share
her sentiments.
HO. Show us
your tIMaine
student ID, and
save $3,00 oft
our greatdinnerIdets,
lake a break 11001 
those stud and 
comeies 
down to Bangot'S 
Orient ll also gelal 
Jade. Vou'll not
only gel one great 
night out, you' 
$3.00 oft dinner 
buffet when youyour 
present your tlIbine 
student ID.
For dine4' on 
Umtebrne otier.
Cannot be used with 
any other 
dasc,Ount
Halo 
probeml The Jade also
delvers ott out take.otit 
menu. Just call
947-6969.
is
.1S111444,44(.2?‘ 
\V\
Oriental Jade - Banirr Mall Blvd.,
Next to the Cinemas
947.6969 • www.orientaljade.com
Tyson-Lewis from page 15
open and we will take any
phone call and any meeting,"
said Stallone
Another factor is the amount
of money that Tyson and Lewis
are each looking for. In a fight
that could make over $100 mil-
lion, both fighters would come
out with around $30 million
apiece, but both are also looking
to have the bigger purse than
their opponent. Tyson's people
say he should get more because
"Mike is the biggest attraction
here," Finkel said. While Lewis'
people say that he should get the
bigger payday.
The latest in this story is the
proposal that Lewis' camp made
to Tyson's on Thursday. This sug-
gests that the contest simply be
shown on HBO and all money
that Tyson would make from the
fight would have to be given to
Showtime in compensation.
Shelly Finkel replied to this pro-
posal as "laughable" and that it
showed "Lennox does not want
the fight."
This most recent turn in the
story is what threatens the
chance of the fight happening
most. If both fighters aren't
going to be willing to give a lit-
tle and if the two networks
involved can't work something
out, then the chance of seeing
Lennox Lewis and Mike Tyson
in the same ring anytime soon is
not probable.
Classifieds
Miscellaneous
Gay/Les/BUTrans/Questio
fling: Coffee Talk *207
Little Hall* Every Tuesday
7:00-8:30pm.
LEGAL SERVICES FOR
UNDERGRADUATES-Free
consultation. Service of
Student Government. M-
W-TH; 3rd floor Memorial
Union. 581-1789
Travel
#1 Spring Break
Vacations! Best Prices
Guaranteed! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida. Sell Trips. Earn
cash & Go Free! Now hir-
ing Campus Reps. 1-800-
234-7007. endlesssum-
mertours.com
For Rent
Now leasing 12345 Bedroom
Apts for Fall Semester 2001.
Call IM&M #866-5690.
5BR+2Full bath townhouse
close to UM. Everything
included. Heat/HW/ALL
elect. cable+HBO/High
sneed coma #827-6212,
5 Bedroom+2full bath. 
Townhouse close to UM,
Modern. Clean. newly ren-
ovated. Avail. June 1,
#827-6212,
5 Bedroom+2full baths
townhouse trl-level all
newly remodeled,
Heat/HW/all elect/cable-
HBO close #827-6212,
Advertise in
the classifieds.
Live Indenendent & save
thousands over high UM
dorm costs. 5 Bedroom+2
full bath townhouse/1 mi
#827-6212,
5 Bedroom House May-May
all utilities paid washer
dryer dishwasher. Call 989-
3452 David.
3 Bedroom Apt. Close to
UMO. Available now 866-
5690.
Orono showing & leasing
apts for next year. Eff1234
Bedrms starting at $220 mo
heat+hotwater incl. 827-
7231.
Old Town showing & leasing
apts 1234 brms. heat +hot
water incl. call for appt.
827-72312.
Help Wanted
Positions avail for persons
Interested in working
w/kids w/special needs.
Flexible hours & complete
training provided. Please
send resume to PROTEA
Behavioral Health Services
Box399 SUllwater, ME 04489
Call 992-7010 fax 992-7011.
500 Summer Camp
Positions- Northeast 1-800-
443-6428 or www.summer-
campemployment.com
SSGet Paid For Your
OpinionsISS Earn $15-
S125 and more per survey!
www.money4opinions.co
Wells Beach Resort.
Seasonal housekeeping per-
sonel wanted. Competitive
wages & housing avail. Call
Rick 646-3000. Eniov the
—beach while -earning -money 
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Maine picks up 3 Hockey East points against Merrimack
By Jim Leonard
Men's Hockey Reporter
Black Bear hockey overcame
a third period deficit on Friday
night to steal a 5-4 overtime vic-
tory and thedskated to a 1-1 tie in
the series finale on Saturday.
Maine improves to 15-10-7
overall, 10-7-5 in Hockey East.
The three-point weekend
clinches a tie for home ice advan-
tage in the quarterfinal round of
the conference playoffs and
moves Maine into a third place
tie with New Hampshire in the
Hockey East standings. It also
produces an interesting set of cir-
cumstances for the final weekend
of the regular season.
The Black Bears head into
the final weekend with an out-
side chance at moving up to
second place in conference
should they sweep their home
series with Providence and
UNH stumble (loss or tie) in
either of their two games with
UMass-Amherst.
More importantly, a good
showing against Providence is
sure to move Maine up in the
Pairwise Rankings, the criteria
used for selection of at-large teams
in the NCAA tournament format.
The Black Bears close out
February with a 5-1-1 record and
more importantly, momentum as
they head into the most important
part of the season.
Saturday night, Merrimack's
John Pyliotis and Maine's Todd
Jackson traded goals 38 seconds
apart in the second period as the
teams skated to a 1-1 tie.
Pyliotis' tally was a fluke.
The Warrior senior attempted a
pass through the slot that deflect-
ed of Maine defenseman A.J.
Begg's skate and through Matt
Yeats (22 saves) pads for a 1-0
lead.
Merrimack didn't enjoy its
puck luck for very long as
Jackson collected a loose puck
off a draw and roofed a wrist shot
past Welby to tie the game.
Welby and Yeats made it
stand up, each making several
sizzling stops in the third period
and overtime.
On Friday night, sophomore
Speaker addresses 'last closet'
problems that gay athletes face
By Heather Murphy
Indiana Daily Student
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (U-
WIRE)— Introducing soccer
coach Dan Woog to an audi-
ence of about 25 people
Wednesday night in Morrison
Hall, Jesse Moyens described
his own experience with the
Indiana University men's soc-
cer team. Moyens was the head
student manager of the team
from early 1998 through the
summer of 2000, when he told
family, friends and team mem-
bers he is gay.
It is because of students like
Moyens that Woog said he was
here.
Woog is not just a soccer
coach; he is a journalist, educator,
author and gay activist. He is the
adviser of Connecticut's first
high school gay/straight alliance,
and he has written 13 books,
including "Jocks: True Stories of
America's Gay Male Athletes."
Woog came to discuss experi-
ences like Moyens', addressing
what he calls "silent support" —
the tendency of coaches, players,
and also members of the commu-
nity as a whole, to take a passive
role in supporting their gay team-
mates, students and friends.
A prime example, said Woog,
is Moyens' experience. Moyens
said coach Jerry Yeagley was
supportive of him when they
talked about his sexual orienta-
tion, but he said Yeagley did not
talk to the team about the issue or
actively encourage them to
accept him.
"All I received (from the
coaches) was the statement that
'this is not something we talk
about around Assembly Hall,—
Moyens said. "In the moment that
I needed support from these
friends the most, this just wasn't
something we talk about."
Woog uses his own experi-
ences to demonstrate the damag-
ing effects such a passive attitude
can have on college students and
children. He referred to the lock-
er room as the "last closet" in
American society, pointing out
that the machismo and misogyny
of the sports environment do not
foster children's exploration of
their sexuality.
When comments like "what a
fag" and "you throw like a girl"
go unchecked, Woog said, chil-
dren receive a harmful message.
Students and players who use
racial or ethnic slurs are immedi-
ately rebuked, Woog said, but
coaches tend to look the other
way for gay-bashing. He knows,
because he did it himself. As a
coach, Woog said he constantly
enforced the importance of
respect, but if a player said,
"that's so gay," Woog would say
nothing, for fear of having his
own sexuality questioned. He
See SPEAKER on page 13
Michael Schutte's breakaway
goal with 1:16 remaining in over-
time gave the Black Bears a 5-4
win and completed the third
comeback victory of the month
for Maine.
Schutte had tied the game at
four at the 6:50 mark of the third
period, converting a Chris
Heisten feed with UMaine on the
power play.
In the extra period, Schutte
hopped off the Black Bear bench
and directly into a perfect Martin
Kariya cross-ice feed for the
game winner. Schutte now has
eight points (six goals, two
assists) in his last four games.
Maine had jumped out to an
early 2-0 lead on first period tal-
lies by Cliff Loya (his first colle-
giate goal) and Eric Turgeon.
Pyliotis cut the lead in half with
an unassisted goal just 51 sec-
onds after Turgeon's marker.
Merrimack's Joe Gray and
UMaine forward Robert Liscak
traded second period goals before
the Warriors took their first and
only lead of the evening.
With the teams skating four
on four, Merrimack forwards
Anthony Aquino and Vincent
Clevenger lit the lamp one
minute apart and the Warriors
took a 4-3 lead into the final
period.
When Maine took the ice for
the third period, Mike Morrison
had replaced Yeats (12 saves) in
net and stopped all four shots he
faced enroute to the victory.
Women's hoops from page 16
head coach
Willette White expected more
from her team. "They did not do
well offensively at all," Willette
said. "We're not shooting the ball
very well as a basketball team
right now, and we're not execut-
ing offensively."
"They play with a lot of heart,
I have a lot of respect for what
Sharon has done," Willette added.
The game stayed relatively
close throughout with the Huskies
pulling ahead of the Black bears
with 15:30 left in the second half.
The Black Bears answered by
going on an 11-0 run, led by
Heather Ernest with six quick
points. Ernest only logged eight
points and four rebounds, due to
spending most of the first half on
the bench with foul trouble.
Point guard Ellen Geraghty
had a big night with a game-high
15 points and four rebounds.
Julie Veilleux followed up with
14 points and six rebounds.
"Ellen and Julie just played
phenomenally in practice, and
that's why I put them in irnmedi-
After Thursday's disappoint-
ing game, Saturday afternoon the
Black Bears were out for revenge
as the faced the Northeastern
Huskies.
UMaine came out full force
on Saturday, defeating the
Huskies 61-51.
"Today's game was exactly
what I had anticipated," Versyp
said. "Northeastern is a fine ball
club, they play very tough
defense."
While the Black Bears came
away with the win, Northeastern
outrebounded the Bears 42-41 on
the game.
Northeastern
LOOKKHG FOU
JOL1?
THE MAINE CRMPUS IS NOW
LOOKING FOR A PART-TIME
CIRCULATION MANAGER TO
WORK MONDAYS,
WEDNESDAYS AND FRIDAYS.
PLEASE CALL
BUSINESS MGR. RANDI
AT 1-1272.
ately and they really did a great job
for their team today," Versyp said.
UMaine is now 12-14 over all
and 9-8 in America East.
The Black Bears have one
more game before the America
East tournament. The Bluck
Bears will play March 1 at
Hartford in their last tune up
before the conference tournament.
Maine's Melissa Neon lunges for .the loose ball while
Northeastern's Aisha Williams trails behind her in the first half of
Saturday's matchup. Maine won 61-51. CAMPUS PHOTO BY MARK W.
UPCZYNISKI.
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Women's hockey beats Yale, falls to Princeton
By Jeff Mannix
Women's Hockey Reporter
Maine's chances of making the
ECAC playoffs were dealt a
major blow on Saturday, when
the Black Bears were defeated by
one of the teams they are battling
with for the final spot. Maine
dropped a 3-1 decision to the
Princeton Tigers in New Jersey,
but bounced back yesterday with
a 5-1 victory over the Yale
Bulldogs in New Haven, Conn.
Maine came out roaring in the
first period, outshooting the
Tigers 8-4. Unfortunately,
Princeton took the lead into the
locker room.
Abbey Fox netted her seventh
goal of the season at 8:15 on
assists from Patty Kazmaier
Award semifinalist Andrea
Kilbourne and Gretchen
Anderson to give Princeton a 1-0
lead after one.
The second period was a
defensive struggle that saw the
Black Bears kill off a five-on-
three Princeton advantage early
in the period. Goaltenders
Amanda Cronin and the Tigers'
Sarah Ahlquist stood tall in the
nets, keeping the score 1-0 head-
ing to the third.
The Anderson-Kilbourne-Fox
line hooked up again at 8:23 to
put Princeton up by two.
Anderson was the beneficiary this
time, scoring her 12th on the year
with assists from both Fox and
Kilbourne.
A goal by Jessica Fedderly at
11:30 put the game pretty much
out of reach for Maine. Karen
Droog was able to score her 19th
of the season on the power play at
16:04 from Tracy Caridade and
Kelly Nelson, but it was too little,
too late for Maine.
The Black Bears outshot the
Tigers 23-17 for the game.
Ahlquist made 22 saves for
Princeton, while Cronin made 14
for the Black Bears.
The loss coupled with an upset
win by Niagara over Dartmouth,
left the Black Bears behind the
eight-ball in the playoff chase and
in a must-win situation on
Sunday against a fairly weak Yale
squad.
Maine went on top early.
Megan Aarts took advantage of a
power play to score her eleventh
of the season at 4:29. Droog and
Nelson assisted on the play.
But the lead was short-lived.
Freshman forward Gabrielle
Goodfellow beat Dawn Froats
with an unassisted goal only 56
seconds later. The goal was only
Goodfellow's second this season.
The Black Bears tallied their
second power play goal of the
game at 7:54 of the first period,
only nine seconds after Lauren.
Gulka had received a checking
minor for Yale. Aarts scored her
second of the game. She got
assists from Droog once again,
along with Lauren Steblen.
Maine went up 3-1 at 10:31
when Cindy Biron netted her fifth
goal of the season, beating
Bulldog netminder Nicolette
Franck. Steblen got her second
assist of the game, while
LeeAnne Irwin also picked up an
assist.
There would be no scoring
again until early in the period.
Karen Droog, the team's leading
scorer, got on the board herself at
1:44 to give Maine a command-
ing 4-1 lead. Aarts and Steblen
Cable companies fighting over
potential Tyson vs. Lewis bout
By Michael Perkins
For The Maine Campus
The chances of seeing two of
the biggest names in heavyweight
boxing, Lennox Lewis and Mike
Tyson, together in a head to head
battle is starting to look like less
of a real possibility. In a match
that was originally set up to hap-
pen as early as July, when and if it
will happen at all is now the ques-
tion on the mind of everyone in
the boxing world.
Mike Tyson, who will turn 35
years old on July 30, is serving a
three-month suspension for not
supplying a urine test before his
Oct. 20 bout against Andrew
Goiota. He also said before that
fight that he would need three or
four more fights before a
matchup with Lewis. But now
all of a sudden his manager,
Shelly Finkel was quoted as say-
ing on Feb. 11 that "Mike Tyson
is very set on getting back into
the ring and fighting and beating
Lennox Lewis... He will take
one fight, probably in April, and
then be ready for Lewis," said
Finkel.
Lennox Lewis, who holds
both the IBF and WBC title belts,
has been out in the media saying
he wants this fight to happen
much more than Tyson.
Personally calling Mike Tyson
"out of hiding" to fight, Lewis'
business manager Adrian Ogun
backed this up by saying
"Lennox is ready, , willing and
able to fight at any time in any
place. Mike now wants the fight,
Lennox wants the fight, and the
public is demanding it."
With all of this talk going back
and forth though, the real end all
for the chance of a fight between
the two fighters is whether an
agreement can be made between
the two television networks,
Showtime and HBO.
While Lewis has a contract
with HBO, Tyson's contract is
with Showtime. If the two net-
works cannot come to an agree-
ment then there isn't going to be a
fight and both are fighting for the
rights to what is looking to be the
biggest pay-per-view event of all
time.
Showtime executive produc-
er Jay Larkin has said that
Showtime has "drawn a line
with a big fat stick" and that
"the fight cannot happen on
HBO without a significant com-
pelling reason for us to make it
happen." HBO spokesman Ray
Stallone has said that HBO is
also willing to discuss the fight
with Showtime. "Our door is
See TYSON-LEWIS on page 13
The Newman Center -
The Catholic community at UM-
invites you
to join in marking
Ash Wednesday - February 28-
+Noon in the Lowe Room: An eeurnenical service with distribution of ashes
sponsored by the Newman Center, Canterbury Rouse and Warm Center
+6:15 PM Mass with distribution of ashes at the Newsman Center
+Sunday Mass at 10 AM
and (except for March 11 and 1*) 6d5 PM
The Newnan Oster *3 College Avenue, diagonally across from the
Chadbourne-Leragyel entrance to camper. Telephone: $66.2155
231216110116111illt4010112111101.
were credited with assists.
Nicole Munro added the final
nail in the coffin at 14:26, with
Jarin Sjogren and Tracy Caridade
adding helpers.
Dawn Froats picked up her
11th win of the season with a 25
save effort. Franck made 20 saves
for Yale.
Princeton lost on Sunday to
New Hampshire, so the Black
Bears are back in ninth place by
themselves with a 9-12-1 ECAC
record (14-13-1 overall) and 19
points. That puts them two ahead
of Princeton and two behind the
current eighth place team,
Providence, who lost twice this
weekend.
Maine's results next weekend,
the final games of the season
now become crucial. They will
need to get at least three points to
have a shot at the final playoff
bid, and hope that Providence
doesn't get any. Maine will be at
home next weekend taking on
the Harvard Crimson on
Saturday and the Brown Bears
on Sunday.
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Tourney time
lacks exciting
coverage
The high school basketball
tournament is a treasure in the
state of Maine. Every year during
school vacation in the third week
of February, thousands of fans
from places both large and small,
from all over the state, travel to
the Bangor Auditorium and the
Augusta Civic Center to watch
the class B, C and D tournament.
Ask any sports fan from Maine
what the biggest time of the year
on the high school calendar is and
the answer will resoundingly be,
"It's tourney time!"
And the tournament is covered
very well by people in radio and
print. Unfortunately, the televi-
sion coverage of the Class B, C
and D basketball tournament
doesn't do it justice.
For about the last 20 years or
so, these tournament games have
been broadcast over the stations
of Maine Public Broadcasting.
And their coverage looks and
sounds exactly like what it is: a
public television production.
I have been an avid high
school basketball fan since I was
old enough to walk. And I
remember watching Maine Public
Broadcasting Corporation's cov-
erage from then up to now. I
remember three of the four
announcers that are currently
being used also broadcasting
these games 15 years ago!
It's not the fact that these
broadcasters were used 15 years
ago that irks me. What irks me is
that they are all monotone and
boring. They simply don't call a
good basketball game. They are
not interesting to listen to, they do
not engage the viewer and they
don't make the game exciting.
They are just bland.
This week when I was watch-
ing the games in my room, at first
I tried to listen to them. I really
tried hard, but I just couldn't do it.
Every time, I ended up muting my
TV and flipping on a radio call of
the game, because it is simply
much more interesting than the
MPBC call. And in this sports
fans' opinion, that is a shame.
If MPBC feels its viewers
want the boring, bland call of a
basketball game that most of their
other programming offers, I
believe that they are sadly mistak-
en. I believe the tournament is
something most Mainers take
seriously. I believe they want
announcers to get excited when a
spectacular shot is made, or if a
See SPORTS COLUMN on page 13
Women's basketball splits home series
By Kelly Brown
Women's Basketball Reporter
The Maine women's basket-
ball team went 1-1 this weekend
in a two-game home stand,
falling to Boston University on
Thursday night 61-54 and defeat-
ing Northeastern 61-51 on
Saturday afternoon.
The BU Terriers came to
Alfond Arena in ninth place, and
left with an unexpected win over
the fifth place Black Bears.
"I hope this one hurts, it hurts
me, I hope it hurts them," Maine
head coach Sharon Versyp said.
While the Black Bears put up
Maine senior Kizzy Lopez was joined by her mother, Fatime Lopez Radke in a pre-game ceremony
marking Lopez's last home game. Lopez is the only senior on the women's basketball team. CAMPUS
PHOTO BY MARK W. LIPCZYNSKI.
their second-worst shooting per-
formance of the season, making
only 30 percent, Anna James
stepped up against the Terriers
and put up career-high 16 points
and five rebounds.
According to BU head coach
Margaret McKeon, the Terriers
defeated the Black Bears because
of the defending and rebounding
that they executed.
"I've been stressing defense,
and it's hard to sell it. I thought
my kids did a good job in the sec-
ond half in defensive rebound-
ing," McKeon said.
The Black Bears were up by
seven points with eight and a half
minutes left in the game, but BU
turned the lead around by going
on an 8-0 run, taking a one point
lead with just six minutes left to
play. The Terriers grabbed a hold
of the lead in the final minutes by
capitalizing on a Maine turnover
and several fouls.
"I think they did a nice job
defending us," Black Bear Heather
Ernest said. "People just didn't do
a good job adjusting to what they
were doing. It just doesn't make
sense to do the same things and
make the same mistakes."
See WOMEN'S HOOPS on page 14
Northeastern, BU down Maine men's basketball
By John Contreraz
Sports Editor
The men's basketball team
dropped a pair of road games
against Boston University and
Northeastern to end the regular
season last weekend. Maine fin-
ishes in fourth place in America
East with a 10-6 record (17-10
overall) and will play BU in the
first round of the America East
tournament in Delaware on
Saturday, March 3.
The Black Bears lost 76-74
against BU on Sunday afternoon.
Five Maine players scored in dou-
ble figures. Julian Dunkley led
the way with 16, Derrick Jackson
and Clayton Brown had 14, both
off the bench and Tory Cavalieri
and &rick Greene scored 10 a
piece. Brown also led Maine in
rebounding with nine. Maine out-
rebounded its opponent for the
second game in a row, 41-27. The
Terriers knocked off UNH on
Friday night to end the season in
fifth place.
Maine lost 91-85 to
Northeastern on Friday night.
Maine's Carvell Ammons posted
28 points and 14 rebounds in the
loss. Julian Dunkley alse,had 28
and Errick Greene added 20 for
Maine. The next highest scoring
for Maine was Tory Cavalieri with
five points. Northeastern got 26
points from Marcus Blossom and
20 from Jean Bain in the win.
Maine had a 38-35 lead at half-
time, but Northeastern shot 56
percent from the floor in the sec-
ond, and Maine shot only 40 per-
cent. Maine outrebounded
of 22 attempts from beyond the
arc.s.Northeastern finished the sea-
son in sixth place. The America
East tournament starts Friday.
Northeastern 48-35, including 23
offensive boards. Northeastern
was 10-of-19 from three-point
land, while Maine made only four
fttki*, •• •
Maine's Errick Greene goes to the hoop with Drexel's Mike Kouser going for the block
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